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ABSTRACT
Computational imaging pipelines (CIPs) convert the raw output
of imaging sensors into the high-quality images that are used for
further processing. This work studies how Block-Matching and
3D filtering (BM3D), a state-of-the-art denoising algorithm can be
implemented to meet the demands of user-interactive (UI) appli-
cations. Denoising is the most computationally demanding stage
of a CIP taking more than 95% of time on a highly-optimized soft-
ware implementation [29]. We analyze the performance and energy
consumption of optimized software implementations on three com-
modity platforms and find that their performance is inadequate.

Accordingly, we consider two alternatives: a dedicated acceler-
ator, and running recently proposed Neural Network (NN) based
approximations of BM3D [9, 27] on an NN accelerator. We de-
velop Image DEnoising AcceLerator(IDEAL), a hardware BM3D ac-
celerator which incorporates the following techniques: 1) a novel
software-hardware optimization, Matches Reuse (MR), that exploits
typical image content to reduce the computations needed by BM3D,
2) prefetching and judicious use of on-chip buffering to minimize
execution stalls and off-chip bandwidth consumption, 3) a careful
arrangement of specialized computing blocks, and 4) data type pre-
cision tuning. Over a dataset of images with resolutions ranging
from 8 megapixel (MP) and up to 42MP, IDEAL is 11, 352× and 591×
faster than high-end general-purpose (CPU) and graphics processor
(GPU) software implementations with orders of magnitude better
energy efficiency. Even when the NN approximations of BM3D are
run on the DaDianNao [14] high-end hardware NN accelerator,
IDEAL is 5.4× faster and 3.95× more energy efficient.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Numerous applications, such as those in medical imaging, film
production, automotive, and robotics, use imaging sensors (IS) to
convert light to signals appropriate for further processing and stor-
age by digital devices such as smartphones, desktop computers,
digital cameras, and embedded systems. IS output is far from per-
fect and requires significant processing in the digital domain to yield
acceptable results [39, 44]. For example, lens imperfections result
in distorted output, while sensor imperfection such as non-uniform
sensitivity may yield output that is underexposed or overexposed
at places and thus missing crucial information or that contains
other artifacts. Computational Imaging (CI) is the processing in
the digital domain of IS output to compensate for these limitations.
A Computational Imaging Pipeline (CIP) comprises a sequence of
processing steps implementing CI.

What are the likely inputs to a CIP? On the commercial side,
photos and videos dominate in the past few years with 1 trillion
photos taken in 2015 compared to the 3.8 trillion photos that were
taken in all human history until 2011 [32]. By the end of 2017 around
80% of all photos will be taken with a mobile phone, a platform with
limited power and computational capabilities [51]. Similar resource
limitations apply to many devices such as digital cameras or medical
devices. Accordingly, it is desirable to support CI applications on
platforms whose cost, power, energy, and potentially form factor
are constrained. CI applications are not limited to consumer devices.
For example, they are widely used for scientific applications such
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as telescope imaging with images of up to 1.5 billion pixels [31, 34].
Thus, there are also applications where higher cost and energy are
acceptable for better quality.

An essential step in practically all CI applications is denoising, a
process that aims to improve the signal to noise ratio in the output
image frame. The state-of-the-art denoising algorithm is Block-
Matching and 3D filtering (BM3D) [17] as it delivers the highest
known image quality compared to other techniques [7, 8, 17, 18, 24–
26, 28, 29, 33, 43]. However, this superior quality comes at a signifi-
cant computational power cost. Previous BM3D implementations
on high-end general purpose and graphics processors found that
it is impractical to use even after intensive software optimization
efforts [29]. We corroborated this observation by profiling a typi-
cal front-end CIP, the process of converting the raw sensor signal
into a typical image representation (e.g., RGB color channel), that
was developed by Heide et al. [29]. Out of the 184 seconds that
are needed to process a raw 2MP image on a high-end CPU, 95%
is devoted to denoising. Further, we found that BM3D is compute
bound.

User Interactive (UI) applications expect processing to take at
most one second if not less [12, 37, 40, 49] while real-time computer
vision (CV) applications expect much shorter processing times. Mo-
bile phones and photo cameras incorporate a wide range of image
capturing UI applications while Advanced Driver-Assistance Systems
(ADAS) incorporate camera-driven real-time CV components for
scene understanding and segmentation, and multi-object tracking.
The camera’s resolution dictates the distance at which a given object
can be detected while the frame rate dictates system responsiveness
for critical functions such as the vehicle’s stop distance [38]. While
current ADAS use 1MP cameras at 10-15 frames per second (FPS),
next generation systems will use 2MP at 30 FPS and soon thereafter
8MP [3, 38]. Such systems require an accelerated, reliable and power
efficient CI processing pipeline. Finally, video capturing applica-
tions need to denoise raw video frames in real-time before encoding.
The denoised frames require substantially less compression and
therefore lead to significant bandwidth savings as denoising itself
can be seen as a compression mechanism [13]. Accordingly, the
goal of this work is to explore how to implement BM3D so that it
can be used for UI and real-time applications.

We consider the following options: 1) Optimized software imple-
mentations running on commodity hardware, including a high-end
and an embedded general purpose processor or a graphics proces-
sor, 2) a dedicated hardware accelerator, and 3) running recently
proposed NN-based approximations of BM3D on a high-end NN
hardware accelerator.

Unfortunately, performance with the software implementations
falls far short of the needs of UI applications. Accordingly, we
present IDEAL a dedicated hardware BM3D accelerator that allows
for the first time a BM3D variant to be used for UI applications.
IDEAL incorporates the following techniques: 1) a novel software-
hardware optimization, Matches Reuse (MR) that exploits typical
image content to reduce the computations needed by BM3D with-
out sacrificing quality, 2) prefetching and judicious use of on chip
buffering to minimize execution stalls and off-chip bandwidth con-
sumption, 3) a careful arrangement of specialized computing blocks,
and 4) data type precision tuning.

Recent work has showed that it is possible to approximate BM3D
using Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) [9, 27]. A DNN approach
has the advantage of being less rigid whereas a DNN accelerator
could be used for other applications as well. Unfortunately, we
find that further execution time improvements are needed to meet
the requirements of UI applications even when a high-end DNN
accelerator is used.

In summary the contributions and findings of this work are:

• We develop and analyze the performance and energy con-
sumption of highly optimized software implementations of
BM3D for three commodity platforms: 1) a high-end general
purpose processor with vector extensions (CPU), 2) a desktop
graphics processor (GPU), and 3) a general purpose processor
targeting the embedded systems market. We find that these
BM3D implementations fall far short of the requirements of
UI applications even for 1080p HD image frames (roughly
2MP resolution).

• We develop IDEAL, a dedicated hardware accelerator for
BM3D. IDEAL incorporates a novel software optimization
that takes advantage of the common case reducing the amount
of computation performed. Experiments using cycle accurate
simulation and synthesis results demonstrate that IDEAL
makes it possible to process image frames of up to 42MP
for UI applications. On average, IDEAL is 11, 352× and 591×
faster than the CPU and the GPU implementations respec-
tively. IDEAL is 4 and 3 orders of magnitude more energy
efficient respectively as well. We also show that IDEAL can
be modified with little effort to support another CI applica-
tion, sharpening.

• We find that even on an appropriately configured high-end
state-of-the-art DNN accelerator [14] the two NN alterna-
tives while far faster than the software implementations still
fall short of the UI processing requirements. Specifically,
IDEAL is found to be at least 5.4× faster and 3.95× more
energy efficient than the best of the two NN alternatives.

While this work focuses on using BM3D for denoising, BM3D
has many more applications as it is an instance of the Similarity-
Based Collaborative Filtering (SBCF ) technique, a state-of-the-art
filtering technique that can implement a wide variety of CI build-
ing blocks. For example, BM3D can be used for image sharpening,
deblurring, upsampling, video denoising, and super-resolution by
simply changing the filter it implements [16, 17, 19–22, 36]. Inves-
tigating the architectural support necessary for BM3D can be thus
valuable for other CI building blocks. Moreover, the MR optimiza-
tion, applied here to BM3D, can be applicable to all SBCF-based
algorithms as illustrated in Section 5.1.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 reviews
the BM3D denoising algorithm. Section 3 analyzes software imple-
mentations of BM3D. Section 4 presents a basic accelerator design
IDEALB. Section 5 further refines the design into IDEALMR by
presenting the MR technique and other optimizations. Section 6
compares the performance, energy, and where appropriate area of
the BM3D implementations. Section 7 illustrates how IDEAL can
be extended to implement additional functionality via an example.
Finally, Section 8 reviews related work and Section 9 concludes.
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Figure 1: BM3D processing flow: (a) high level stages, (b)block-matching step, (c) denoising step.

2 BM3D DENOISING
BM3D treats the input 3-channel (Red-Green-Blue) image as a grid,
with a stride of Ps pixels of potentially overlapping subimages, or
patches. BM3D transforms the input image as follows: For each
patch, BM3D searches through a surrounding window of Ns × Ns
pixels and with a stride of Ss for the best set of P similar patches,
given some similarity metric. The P matching patches including
the reference patch are then all transformed and the results affect
all corresponding output image patches. Accordingly, an output
pixel might receive multiple updates from overlapping patches.

As Fig. 1a shows, BM3D denoising processes the input image in
two stages: a) Hard-Thresholding, and b) Wiener Filtering. Each
stage comprises two steps which are almost identical across the
two stages: 1) Block Matching (Fig. 1b), and 2) Denoising (Fig. 1c).
This results into four steps: Block Matching #1 (BM1), Denoising #1
(DE1), Block Matching #2 (BM2), and Denoising #2 (DE2). The input
is a raw image from an IS. We first describe BM1 and DE1, the steps
of the “Hard-Thresholding” stage, followed by the modifications
needed by the “Wiener filtering” stage to implement BM2 and DE2.
The section then comments on how easy it is to use BM3D for
other applications and concludes by detailing the computations
performed by the BM3D building blocks.
Block-Matching #1: As Fig. 1b shows, BM1 searches an area of
N s × N s pixels centered at the reference patch for similar patches.
Patches are typically 4×4 pixels wide. According to Heide et al. [29],
the following configuration provides the best quality: a search stride
Ss and a reference patches stride Ps of 1 and an N s of 49 (39 for
BM2). Block-matching uses only the first channel. Accordingly, for
each reference patch, 49 × 49 = 2401 patches are processed in BM1.

In detail, BM1 operates as follows: a) For every reference patch
Pr ef , the search area is read patch by patch and transformed through
Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) (Path A in Fig. 1b). The search in-
cludes and starts with Pr ef . b) TheDCT patches are hard-thresholded,
that is coefficients that are below a preset threshold T ht are elimi-
nated. c) The l2-Norm (Euclidean distance) from Pr ef is calculated.
If the distance is below a certain threshold Tmatch, the patch is re-
ported as a match to next module. d) The 3D Block Formation step

keeps the 16 patches with the least distance from Pr ef including
Pr ef itself. At the end, a sorted according to distance 3D stack of
the closest 16 patches is sent to DE1. The stack contains the patch
coordinates only. BM3D uses 16 best matches as this many were
found to be sufficient to compensate for additive white Gaussian
noise with an up to 75 standard deviation (σ ) [18].
Denoising Stage #1: As Fig. 1c shows, this step processes the
input patch stack, and updates the corresponding output image
patches. The denoising step processes each of the 3 color channels
separately. The processing proceeds as follows: a) Saving the DCT
of channel 1 patches in BM1 avoids recomputing this for the stack
patches in DE1 (Path C in Fig. 1c). Only channel 2 and 3 stack
patches are passed through DCT. b) The 3D stack in DCT domain is
read in vectors along the depth dimension (z-dimension), as input
to the Haar transform module. c) The Spectrum Shrinkage module
uses hard-thresholding to eliminate those Haar coefficients that
are below a preset threshold Thard. d) The number of non-zero
coefficients in the entire 3D block M is counted. e) The inverse
Haar and inverse DCT restore the 3D block of patches to the color
domain. f) Each restored patch is weighted by 1/M before being
accumulated to its original location in the output image.
Wiener Filtering Stage: The differences in the Wiener filtering
stage are as follows: a) The search window is smaller with Ns set to
39. b) In BM2, searching for the best matches is done in the color
domain instead of the DCT domain (Path B in Fig. 1b). c) Since
channel 1 patches bypass DCT in BM2, the matching channel 1
patches go through DCT in DE2 (Path D in Fig. 1c) like the other
channels. d) Spectrum shrinkage in DE2 implements a “Wiener
Filter” that attenuates the Haar coefficients instead of applying a
hard threshold.
Other BM3D Applications: The Haar-transformed 3D stack ex-
hibits the sparsity needed for further processing to achieve the tar-
geted effect not only of denoising [17], but also of sharpening [36],
deblurring [20] or upsampling [22]. A combined implementation
can achieve more than one effect at once [19]. Such effects are
achieved by replacing/adding different filters to the DE step with
the rest of the pipeline remaining as-is.This class of algorithms has
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also been extended beyond the imaging domain to video processing
including denoising [16] and super-resolution [21].

2.1 Computational Blocks
The main computational blocks of BM3D are: DCT, Haar transform,
l2-Norm (distance), inverse Haar transform, and inverse DCT.
DCT and Inverse DCT: The DCT consists of a 1D DCT along the
rows of the input patch, a transpose of the output followed by one
more 1D DCT applied along the rows. The 1D DCT is a matrix
multiplication of the patch by a matrix of constant coefficients. For
a 4 × 4 patch, this matrix multiplication involves 64 multiplications
and 64 additions. The computation of the DCT of a patch P follows
this equation:

PDCT = C(CP)T (1)

Where C is the transform coefficients matrix and (.)T is the trans-
pose operator. The inverse DCT uses the same computation with
the transpose of the transform coefficients matrix.
Haar and Inverse Haar Transforms: These are 1D transforms
along the z-dimension of the stacked 16 best matches. The transform
is a matrix-vector multiplication of a 16× 16matrix containing con-
stant coefficients by each 16-element vector along the z-dimension.
Each such multiplication entails 256 scalar multiplications and 256
scalar additions.
l2-Norm: The l2-Norm (distance) between twoM ×M patches P1
and P2 needsM2 subtractions,M2 multiplications andM2 additions.
The computation implements this equation:

distance =
i=M∑
i=0

j=M∑
j=0

(P1(i, j) − P2(i, j))2 (2)

3 SOFTWARE IMPLEMENTATIONS
This section justifies the need for accelerating BM3D by analyzing
the execution time of optimized software implementations on com-
modity hardware. The analysis shows the bottlenecks that should
be targeted by a custom hardware accelerator.

3.1 CPU Implementation
The original pre-compiled reference implementation of BM3D is
highly optimized using Intel’s Thread Building Blocks and Intel’s
Math Kernel Library. On average, its Instructions Per Cycle (IPC)
throughput is 2.45 on a processor with an ideal IPC of 4. Unfortu-
nately, as the reference implementation is only available in binary
form, reverse engineering would have been needed to associate
performance events with code and data structures. Thus, we im-
plemented BM3D in C++ exploiting the Intel AVX extended vector
instruction set to match or exceed the performance of the reference
implementation on a high-end Intel Xeon E5-2650 v2 (Section 6.1
describes our methodology). We also developed a vectorized imple-
mentation on the ARM Cortex-A15 mobile processor. Fig. 2 reports
the processing time in seconds for images of different resolution up
to 16MP for the reference (“Orig”), non-vectorized Xeon (“Basic”),
vectorized Xeon (“AVX Vect”) and ARM (“ARM Vect”) implementa-
tions. The performance of AVX Vect almost matches that of Orig.
The best runtime for moderate resolution images is far beyond the
acceptable range; a 16MP image takes 1400 seconds to process on
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Figure 2: CPU runtime for images up to 16MP.

Table 1: Microarchitectural breakdown of CPU runtime.

Retiring cycles 62.4%
Front-end stalls 4.1%
Mispeculation stalls 5.4%
Back-end (Memory) stalls 5.5%
Back-end (Core) stalls 22.8%

the Xeon, whereas the ARM implementation is 5.2× slower on aver-
age. In the interest of space, Fig. 3 (left y-axis) shows the processing
time for a wider range of resolutions and only for the vectorized
Xeon implementation. In conclusion, performance is far below that
needed for UI applications even for low resolution images.

3.1.1 Microarchitectural Analysis. Using Intel’s VTune, we ana-
lyzed the microarchitectural behavior of our vectorized Xeon im-
plementation [52]. Table 1 shows that instructions are successfully
retired in 62.4% of the total processor cycles. Front-end stalls and
mispeculation stalls are as low as 4.1% and 5.4% respectively. Back-
end stalls contribute 28.3% of the total cycles but only 5.5% of these
is due to memory. The 22.8% of core-related stalls suggest that com-
putational resources are a bottleneck, and given that the implemen-
tation exhibits a high IPC of 2.7, these measurements demonstrate
that BM3D running on commodity CPUs is compute-bound.

3.2 GPU Implementation
We implemented BM3D in CUDA and analyzed its runtime on a
high-end NVIDIA GTX 980 with 4GB of memory. The implementa-
tion uses an accurate nearest neighbor search for block-matching
and divides the image into tiles to fit the intermediate results on
the 4GB memory. Tiling was also used to exploit the fast on-chip
shared memory. Fig. 3 (right y-axis) shows the runtime for differ-
ent resolution images. While the GPU implementation is much
faster than the CPU one, its performance remains unsatisfactory.
For example, processing a 16MP and a 42MP images takes 86 and
226 seconds respectively. Heide et al. [29] report that using the
approximated-nearest-neighbor (ANN) method proposed by Tsai et
al. [48] improves GPU performance by 4×. We did not implement
this modification as performance would still be unsatisfactory.
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3.3 Execution Time Breakdown
Fig. 4 shows a per algorithm step breakdown of the runtime on the
Xeon and the GTX 980. Recall that BM3D entails two stages: Hard-
threshold filtering followed by Wiener filtering. Each stage consists
of the following steps: computing the DCT transformation of all
possible patches (DCTx), block-matching (BMx) to find the best 16
matches of each reference patch, and finally the actual denoising
(either hard threshold filter or Wiener filter – DEx). As Fig. 4 shows,
the block-matching step is the bottleneck as it searches through
49 × 49 patches (39 × 39 for the Wiener stage) for every reference
patch. This step accounts for 67% of the CPU runtime combined
for both stages. On the GPU, the BM step also dominates instead
taking 87% of the runtime combined for the two stages. The accurate
nearest neighbor search requires some synchronization among GPU
threads to exchange information about the best matches found so
far. This limits the amount of concurrency that can be extracted on
the GPU for these steps.

In order to reduce processing latency to acceptable levels, all
steps need to be accelerated in hardware. However, the breakdown
above can guide the design process to judiciously partition the
power and area budgets among the pipeline stages.

4 IDEAL
We first describe a basic accelerator configuration (IDEALB) for
BM3D denoising, which we later enhance to meet our performance
requirement. Fig. 5 shows the main components of IDEALB: 1) the
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DCT engine (EDCT ), 2) the Patch Buffer (PB), 3) the 16 Block-
Matching Engines (EBM s), and 4) the Denoising Engine (EDE ). The
dashed boxes in Fig. 1b and Fig. 1c provide the mapping of the
algorithmic blocks to IDEALB components. Instead of directly mir-
roring the BM3D pipeline in hardware, IDEALB uses only as many
resources as necessary to keep all units as busy as possible. Since
the bulk of the computation happens in the EBM s, a single EDCT
and a single EDE are sufficient to sustain the 16 EBM s. The PB stores
channel 1 patches in the frequency domain (Path A for BM1) or in
the color domain (Path B for BM2) exploiting reuse across adjacent
search windows. The PB also feeds the EDE with channel 1 DCT
patches (Path C for DE1 and Path D through EDCT for DE2). EDCT
performs both DCT and inverse DCT reusing internal resources
for both. It accepts jobs from three queues: a) the BM Patch Queue
(QBMP ) (BM1, Path A Fig. 1b), b) the Denoiser DCT Queue (QD )
(DE1 channels 2 and 3, DE2 channels 1 Path D, 2 and 3 Fig. 1c),
and c) the Denoiser Inverse DCT Queue(QiD ) (DE1 and DE2, Path
F Fig. 1c).

Processing starts by fetching channel 1 patches from memory
and onto QBMP . The patches either go through the EDCT (BM1
Path A) or bypass it (BM2 Path B) before being stored in the PB.
The 16 EBM s process concurrently 16 adjacent reference patches.
The PB, detailed in Section 4.3, holds all the channel 1 patches of an
area covering the search windows for these 16 reference patches.
Every cycle, one patch is read out of the PB and is broadcast to all
the EBM s. Each EBM calculates the distance between this patch
and its assigned reference patch. It builds a list of the 16 closest
matching patches. Once the search window is exhausted, each EBM
enqueues the coordinates of the 16 best matches into the Denoising
Jobs Queue (QD J ) which feeds the EDE . The EDE then processes
these jobs one at a time. For each job, the three color channels are
processed one at a time. As channel 1 patches are already buffered
in the PB, the EDE gets those needed for denoising from there (Path
C for DE1 and Path D through QD , EDCT then Path E for DE2).
For the two other channels, the patches are read off-chip onto QD ,
passed through the EDCT and then follow Path E. EDE stacks the
16 best matching DCT patches, performs a Haar transform along
the depth dimension, either hard-thresholds (DE1) the resulting
coefficients or attenuates them with a Wiener Filter (DE2), and
finally, performs an inverse Haar transform. The resulting patches
are then sent back to the EDCT through QiD to transform them
back to the color domain (Path F). At the very end, the patches are
weighted and accumulated back to the output image in the main
memory. The rest of this section details the individual processing
components, illustrates design optimizations and motivates the
improved IDEAL design.
Block-matching Engines: Fig. 6 shows the structure of the BM
engine (EBM ) with its three main components: 1) a buffer to hold
the assigned reference patch (RPB) 2) an Euclidean distance engine
(EDE), and 3) a priority queue (MQ) to save the coordinates of
the 16 best matches found so far sorted according to the distance
from the reference patch. Processing starts by reading a reference
patch from PB and into RPB. The BM continues by: 1) reading from
PB the patches of the corresponding search window one at time,
2) calculating the distance from the RPB patch using the EDE, and
if the distance is below a preset threshold Tmatch, 3) inserting it into
MQ. The EDE uses 16 subtractors, 16 multipliers, and a 16-input
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Figure 5: Block diagram of the basic accelerator (IDEALB).

Figure 6: Block-matching (BM) engine.

adder tree to calculate the 4 × 4 patch distance according to Eq. (2)
in one cycle.
Denoising Engine: Fig. 7 shows the EDE which processes the 16
best matches in the DCT domain. Those come from the PB directly
for DE1 channel 1, from the PB through EDCT for DE2 channel 1, or
from off-chip through EDCT otherwise. The 16-patch stack is split
into stripes along the the z-dimension. The stripes are assigned each
to one of the 16 Denoising Lanes (DEL). Each DEL comprises three
pipelined stages: Haar Engine (EH ), Spectrum Shrinkage Engine
(ESS ), and Inverse Haar Engine (EIH ). EH implements the Haar
transformation, a matrix-vector multiplication of a 16×16matrix of
constant coefficients and the input stripe. We exploit the constants
to reduce resources. As a result, EH comprises only 32 multipliers,
10 2-input adders, four 4-input adder trees, and four 8-input adder
trees. ESS takes the 16-element Haar-transformed stripe and either
zeroes those elements that are below a preset threshold (for DE1) or
performs element-wise multiplication by Wiener filter coefficients
attenuating noisy elements (for DE2). Finally, EIH also implements
a matrix-vector multiplication of the transpose of the 16 × 16 coef-
ficients matrix by the filtered stripe. The sparsity, power-of-2 and
repetitions of the transposed matrix elements reduces the number
of needed multipliers to 10 along with 16 5-input adder trees.

EBM processes either 49 × 49 (BM1) or 39 × 39 (BM2) candidate
patches per reference patch. Meanwhile, assuming a 3-channel
image and the max number of best matches is 16, EDE processes
only 16 × 3 = 48 patches. Thus, a single EDE can ideally serve up
to 1, 521/48 = 31 EBM s. However, as Section 6.6 explains, we use
16 EBM s and one EDE .
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Figure 7: Denoising (DE) engine.
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Figure 8: Overlapping search windows for consecutive refer-
ence patches.

4.1 Off-chip Bandwidth
Since the reference patches stride Ps is typically smaller than the
patch dimension PD , the search windows of consecutive reference
patches are almost completely overlapping as Fig. 8 shows. For
example, assuming Ps = 1 and Ns = 49, out of the 49 × 49 patches
in the search window of reference patch 1, the next search window
can reuse 48 × 49 patches. Buffering these reusable patches in the
on-chip PB has the following benefits: 1) Reduces off-chip accesses;
Only the gray area in Fig. 8 needs to be read off-chip for each
subsequent reference patch. 2) Significantly reduces the pressure
on EDCT allowing it to be reused for the three job queues QBMP ,
QD and QiD . As a result, the number of pixels read off-chip for
each subsequent reference patch is only (N s + PD − 1) × Ps .
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floating-point implementation.

4.2 Reduced Precision Arithmetic
The original BM3D implementation uses floating-point arithmetic.
Reducing precision and using a fixed-point representation are well
known techniques with many applications in signal and image pro-
cessing [11, 41]. Fig. 9 shows how the output image quality changes
when using fixed-point with 7 to 12 fractional bits. The figure shows
the average, minimum, and maximum signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
normalized over that of the floating-point implementation. The
minimum relative SNR with even 10 bits is at least 98.9%. IDEAL
uses a 12-bit fractional part with the integer part customized along
the pipeline stages to fit the dynamic range of values. Assuming
the input image has an 8-bit channel depth, DCT, Haar transform
and inverse Haar transform values use 11, 13 and 15 bits for the
integer part respectively.

4.3 Patch Buffer Configuration
The PB must serve multiple EBM s concurrently processing adjacent
reference patches. The naïve PB implementation would use multiple
ports consuming more area and power. As the search windows of
adjacent reference patches are almost entirely overlapping, a single-
port PB provides adequate performance. Specifically, the buffered
patches are read one at a time and broadcast to the EBM s which
use or copy the one they need. At times an EBM may need to stall
waiting for the next necessary patch. This single-port PB degrades
performance by only 12.5% on average compared to the multi-port
PB. However, it significantly reduces area and power.

For anM ×M EBM organization, the collective search area com-
prises (N s + (M − 1) ∗ Ps )2 patches. For the 4 × 4 EBM s, a 49 × 49
search window, and Ps = 1, a PB of at most 128KB is sufficient as-
suming 4 × 4 pixel patches and a 3-byte fixed-point representation
of DCT values. The Wiener stage needs less buffering as N s = 39
and patches are buffered in the color domain with 1-byte per pixel.

5 ACCELERATOR OPTIMIZATION
As Section 6.1 demonstrates, while IDEALB outperforms the CPU
and the GPU by 363× and 18.9× respectively it meets UI application
needs for up to 4MP images only. Accordingly, Section 5.1 motivates
and presents Matches Reuse (MR), a hybrid software/hardware opti-
mization that greatly reduces computation time. Since MR relies on
the nature of typical images, Section 5.2 investigates not only its
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Figure 10: MR hit rate as a function of K.

potential performance gains but also its effect on the output quality.
Finally, Section 5.3 presents the MR optimized accelerator IDEALMR.

5.1 Matches Reuse Optimization
Since most of the time is spent in BM1 and BM2, MR targets these
steps. In BM1 and BM2, a patch matches a reference patch if their
l2-Norm (distance) is below a preset threshold Tmatch. In typical
images, adjacent reference patches are likely to be almost similar
and thus to have almost the same list of 16 best matches. Exploit-
ing this observation, MR significantly reduces the search effort by
reusing the best matches of a reference patch for its subsequent
reference patch if they are similar enough.

Since reusing the best matches for a subsequent dissimilar ref-
erence patch would deteriorate output quality, MR’s similarity cri-
terion should be stricter than BM3D’s patch similarity criterion.
Thus, MR amends the block-matching step as follows: calculate the
l2-Norm (distance) between the current reference patch Pc and the
previous reference patch Pp . If the distance is less than a stricter
threshold K ×Tmatch, where 0 < K < 1, the 16 best matches for Pc
are found by having the BM engine test: 1) The 16 best matches of
Pp that also fall within Pc ’s search window, and 2) the rightmost
column of N s × Ps patches of Pc ’s search window, which consti-
tutes the part of Pc ’s search window that does not overlap with Pp ’s
search window. Thus, BM reduces the number of patches searched
from N s ×N s to N s ×Ps + 16. This reduces computation by 37× for
Ns = 49 and Ps = 1. If Pc does not strictly match Pp , MR performs
the original search.

As K approaches 1, performance should improve at the expense
of reduced quality as less similar reference patches reuse the best
matches. The speedup depends also on the image content; rapid
changes in colors limit the likelihood that successive reference
patches are similar enough for best matches reuse. MR can be
extended to reuse the matches of earlier reference patches as well.
However, checking for reuse with just the immediately preceding
patch proved sufficient.

MR can be used in all SBCF algorithms and since they only
modify the filters in DE1 and DE2, the block-matching steps are
expected to still dominate execution time.
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5.2 Matches Reuse: Potential and Quality
Fig. 10 shows theMR hit rate, that is the fraction of reference patches
for which MR attempts reuse, as a function of the MR aggressive-
ness factor K . The figure reports the minimum, maximum, and
average hit rates and shows that MR is highly effective at reducing
computation even though it depends on image content. A hit rate
of X% does not mean that patches are reused at the same rate but
that MR restricts its search this often. For BM1, the average hit rate
even with K = 0.1 is 96% saturating at 99.9% for K > 0.5. However,
as the minimum hit rate illustrates, MR’s effectiveness depends on
image content: the minimum hit rate is 74% with K = 0.1 and never
gets below 99.4% once K > 0.5. Such high hit rates should not be
surprising as even abrupt changes in an image affect neighboring
reference patches gradually because BM3D slides its reference win-
dow one pixel at a time. BM2 follows a similar trend as BM1 but
the hit rate is generally lower and the sensitivity to image content
is higher. This is expected as BM1 and BM2 operate respectively in
the DCT and the color domains.

Fig. 11 reports how the output image quality, reported as per
image SNR relative to the original BM3D, varies as a function of
K . The curve highlights the average relative SNR. For K = 0.1,
the average SNR is 2.64% higher than the original BM3D, and as K
increases, the improvement drops to 2%. Image content also affects
the image quality with MR. Images depicting mostly homogeneous
areas tend to benefit more with relative SNR improving by up
to 10%, while others with less homogeneous areas may see some
deterioration which was up to 2% for all K configurations over the
image set we studied.

The experiments show that MR may even improve quality over
BM3D. This occurs because MR is more resistant to noise artifacts
than BM3D, which the latter may consider to be features of the
original image. This property of MR is easier to illustrate in the
extreme case of a uniform color image. In an example run with
such an image, MR improved quality by 49% over BM3D. BM3D
tends to over-fit the matches to a given reference patch since, due
to happenstance, it is often possible to find matches with a nearly
identical noise pattern. Effectively, BM3D considers the specific
noise pattern an embedded feature of these patches and fails to
eliminate it. MR, by reusing the matches of the previous reference
patch, is less prone to over-fitting leading to better diversity and
more sparsity of the coefficients in the transform domain such that
the noise can be more easily identified, isolated and eliminated.

5.3 Architecture Modifications
In IDEALB, all EBM s operate in lock step across reference patches
since the search effort is constant. With MR, each EBM needs to
advance independently as each is performing a different number
of computations. Accordingly, IDEALMR comprises 16 process-
ing lanes sharing the same controller. Fig. 12 shows one lane of
IDEALMR. The modifications made are illustrated in the following
subsections.
Per-BM Denoising Engine: Since MR significantly prunes the
search done by an EBM , the pressure now increases on EDE . We
found that using MR increases the average throughput of each EBM
to almost that of EDE . Hence, per EBM , IDEALMR dedicates one
EDE and three EDCT s: 1) one for channel 1 DCT for BM1, 2) one
performs DCT for channels 2 and 3 for DE1 or channels 1,2 and 3
for DE2, and 3) one for the inverse DCT of all channels after DE.
Per-BM Search Window Buffer: Since the EBM s advance inde-
pendently, their search windows are likely non-overlapping. Thus,
Fig. 12 shows that IDEALMR uses smaller per-EBM Search Window
Buffers (SWB) instead of a shared PB. While PB held DCT trans-
formed patches (BM1) or color domain patches (BM2), each SWB
holds the search window for the corresponding EBM in the color do-
main for both BM1 and BM2. Each SWB needs to hold (N s+PD−1)2
pixels where PD is the patch size. This comes at the expense of
recalculating the DCT of the patches that are searched for the
subsequent reference patch. However, in IDEALMR 1) there are
dedicated EDCT s per EBM making recalculation possible, 2) the MR
optimization significantly reduces the number of patches searched
per reference patch and the energy overhead of recalculating the
DCT for those is negligible compared to the MR energy savings,
and 3) the aggregate capacity over SWBs is less than that of PB.
Scheduling: Work is divided among the EBM s at image row gran-
ularity. An EBM processes a whole image row and then proceeds
with the next available image row if one remains to be processed.
This assignment increases the chances of reducing computation
through MR, as adjacent reference patches are processed by the
same EBM . Furthermore, this allows the buffered search window to
be reused across successive reference patches and reduces off-chip
bandwidth consumption.

Since off-chip memory accesses return a 64-byte block, IDEALMR
uses SWBs that can each hold up to two search windows to effi-
ciently utilize the off-chip bandwidth. Specifically, each SWB has
(N s + P − 1) entries, as many as the rows of the search window.
Each entry holds two 64B memory blocks. Using two blocks per
SWB entry handles the case where the search window rows do
span two memory blocks due to alignment. Moreover, it allows the
SWB to effectively prefetch the next search windows along the same
image row with one access. As a result, IDEALMR’s performance
is within 9.5% of that possible with an ideal single-cycle latency
off-chip memory.

Exploiting MR across rows could further reduce the process-
ing time but would also increase the implementation complexity;
matches would have to be shared across EBM s. Thus, IDEALMR
does not implement it.
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Figure 12: One lane of IDEALMR. The accelerator features 16 lanes sharing the same memory controller.

Table 2: Accelerator hardware parameters.

Parameter IDEALB IDEALMR
Technology 65nm
Frequency 1 GHz
BM Engines 16
Denoising Engines 1 shared 16
DCT Engines 1 shared 16 × 3
On-chip Buffer 126.75 KB 16 × 6.5 KB
Fraction Precision 12-bit
Memory Controller 2-channel, 32 in-flight requests
Off-chip DRAM 4GB, DDR3-1333

6 EVALUATION
This section compares and contrasts the performance, power, and
where possible the area, of various implementations of BM3D-based
denoisers: 1) highly-optimized software implementations of BM3D
targeting high-end CPUs and GPUs, 2) two neural network (NN)
denoisers accelerated on a high-end NN hardware accelerator, and
3) the basic IDEALB and the optimized IDEALMR accelerators. It
also presents a sensitivity study for the IDEAL design choices.

6.1 Methodology
Accelerator Modeling:We developed a cycle-accurate simulator
for IDEALB and IDEALMR which was used with the parameters
shown in Table 2. The simulator integrates with DRAMSim2 [46]
to model the off-chip accesses to main memory. We implemented
the accelerators in VHDL and synthesized the designs through the
Synopsys Design Compiler using a TSMC 65nm cell library. We
use the McPAT [35] version of CACTI to model the area and power
consumption of the on-chip buffers as an SRAM compiler is not
available to us. The accelerator target frequency is set to 1GHz given
CACTI’s estimate for buffer speed. To show how IDEAL scales on
a newer process technology, we also report the area and power
consumption of IDEAL using an STM 28nm cell library. The input
data set comprises 30 publicly available RAW format images [5]
with resolutions varying from 8MP to 42MP. The images depict
nature, street, and texture scenes. We report the results for two MR
configurations with K = 0.25 and K = 0.5.

Table 3: CPU parameters.

Processor Intel Xeon E5-2650 v2
Technology 22nm
Frequency 2.60 GHz
Cores 8 (×2 HW threads)
L1, L2, L3 32 KB D + 32 KB I, 256 KB, 20 MB
Memory 4-channel, 48 GB

Table 4: GPU parameters.

GPU NVIDIA GeForce GTX 980
Technology 28nm
Frequency 1.126 GHz
CUDA Cores 2048
L1/texture, L2 24 KB, 2MB
Shared memory 96 KB
Memory 4 GB GDDR5, 224 GB/s

CPU Implementation: We implemented three versions of the
BM3D algorithm in C++ targeting general-purpose CPUs: 1) single-
thread, 2) multi-threaded to exploit all the hardware threads avail-
able on the processor, and 3) MR-optimized single-thread imple-
mentation with two configurations K = 0.25 and K = 0.5. The im-
plementations were optimized to exploit the Intel AVX extended
vector instruction set, were compiled with GCC 5.1.1 at the -O3 op-
timization level, and were run on a high-end Intel Xeon E5-2650 v2
detailed in Table 3. For energy and power measurements on these
systems, we followed the methodology of Yazdani et al. [53]. Specif-
ically, we measured the energy consumption of these runs using
the the PAPI API [50] which utilizes the Intel RAPL library [2].
GPU Implementation: We implemented BM3D in CUDA and
ran the experiments on an NVIDIA GTX 980 GPU with the spec-
ifications shown in Table 4. The application was compiled with
the nvcc of the CUDA Toolkit v8.0 at the -O3 optimization level.
Performance and power were measured using the NVIDIA Visual
Profiler [4] and following the methodology of Yazdani et al. [53].
The measurements do not include the memory transfers between
the CPU and the GPU (performance is shown to be unsatisfactory
even without including this overhead).
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Table 5: ML1 & ML2 neural network parameters.

ML1 ML2

NN type FCNN CNN
Number of layers 5 15
Input patch/tile size 39 × 39 320 × 320
Output patch size 17 × 17 256 × 256
Layer dimensions L1: 1522 × 3072 each layer: 64 × 64

L2: 3073 × 3072 kernel: 3 × 3
L3: 3073 × 2559
L4: 2560 × 2047
L5: 2048 × 289

Model size (# of weights) 27.8M 560K

Table 6: The implementations we compare along with the
corresponding abbreviations.

SW/HW Implementation Abbreviation

SW

Single-thread CPU CPU
Multi-threaded CPU Threads
Single-thread CPU + MR, K=0.25 MR (0.25)
Single-thread CPU + MR, K=0.5 MR (0.5)
GPU GPU

HW

Machine Learning 1 ML1
Machine Learning 2 ML2
IDEALB IDEAL_B
IDEALMR, K=0.25 IDEAL (0.25)
IDEALMR, K=0.5 IDEAL (0.5)

Machine Learning Implementations: Several recent works ex-
ploit machine learning (ML) for computational imaging applica-
tions [9, 10, 27, 30, 45, 55]. We chose two state-of-the-art ML-based
denoisers shown to rival BM3D quality. The denoiser of Burger
et al. (ML1) employs a 5-layer fully-connected NN (FCNN ) with
the dimensions shown in Table 5 [9]. The denoiser of Gharbi et
al. (ML2) uses a 15-layer convolutional neural network (CNN ) to
jointly demosaic and denoise an input image [27]. The parameters
and architecture of the CNN are shown in Table 5.

We measure the execution time on DaDianNao, a state-of-the-art
deep neural network accelerator proposed by Chen et al. [14]. We
developed a custom cycle-accurate simulator for this purpose. To
model power consumption, we synthesize DaDianNao on the same
65nm technology as IDEAL and model the on-chip eDRAMs using
Destiny [42]. While the ML1 model requires 56MB, we assume it
fits on chip as even then the performance remains unsatisfactory.
For ML2, a 1.125MB SRAM is sufficient for the weights and replaces
the original 32MB eDRAM on-chip Synapse Buffer.

6.2 Execution Time Performance
All measuremnts are normalized to the baseline single-thread CPU
implementation and they are averaged over all input images.
Software Implementations: Fig. 13a shows that themulti-threaded
CPU and the GPU implementations improve performance by 12.6×
and 19× respectively. The figure also shows that the single-thread
CPU implementation with the MR optimization results in a 3×
speedup for eitherK value. This is expected as: 1) the block-matching
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Figure 13: Speedup vs. single-thread CPU.
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Figure 14: IDEALMR runtime for different resolution im-
ages.

steps consume 67% of the processing time (Fig. 4), and 2) the MR
optimization was found to reduce the search effort of the block-
matching steps by 29× and 31× on average respectively for the
two K values. Integrating MR into the GPU implementation would
improve its performance by at most 6.4× given that currently block-
matching accounts for 87% of the total execution time. Thus, per-
formance would remain unsatisfactory.
Hardware Implementations: Fig. 13b shows speedup with the
hardware-accelerated implementations. Running ML1 and ML2 on
DaDianNao is 131× and 2, 243× faster respectively. IDEALB is on
average 363× faster than the baseline CPU and 18.9× faster than
the GPU. Although IDEALB does not outperform ML2, it consumes
much less energy as Section 6.3 shows. IDEALMR outperforms
all other implementations and is 9, 446× and 11, 352× faster than
the baseline CPU for K = 0.25 and K = 0.5 respectively. Since
the accelerator pipelines the BM and the DE steps, the speedup
over IDEALB scales linearly with the reduction in the BM’s search
effort. IDEALMR is 27× and 31× faster than IDEALB for the two K
configurations respectively.
Per Image Performance: Fig. 14 shows IDEALMR’s runtime for
images of different resolution. The runtime depends on image con-
tent as this affects the probability of reusing the best matches. For
the images studied, processing time remains within UI applications
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Figure 15: HD frames per second processed by IDEALMR un-
der different configurations.

Table 7: Power breakdown for all implementations inWatts.

Core LLC DRAM Total

CPU 25.9 11.9 4.7 42.5
Threads 96.8 24.2 9.1 130.1
GPU - - - 144

On-Chip DRAM Total
Core Buffers

ML1 40.91 NC NC
ML2 9.04 3.97 0.44 13.45
IDEALB 1.29 0.39 3.83 5.51
IDEALMR 9.2 2.84 6.16 18.2

limits: IDEALMR can process a 42MP image in less than 0.5 sec-
onds and the more common 16MP images in 0.13 to 0.18 seconds.
Fig. 15 shows the average, minimum and maximum frames per
second (FPS) performance of different IDEALMR configurations
for High Definition (HD) frames taken from a different dataset of
34 HD frames depicting nature, city, and texture scenes. We use
the abbreviation IDEAL_x_y for IDEALMR configured with K = x
and reference patch stride Ps = y. On average, all configurations
achieve 30 FPS or higher except for IDEAL_0.25_1. IDEALMR can
reach 90 FPS for the relaxed configuration IDEAL_1_3 with which
FPS does not drop below 22. Higher performance would be possible
if the search window dimensions could be reduced.

6.3 Power
Table 7 shows the average static and dynamic power dissipation, for
the studied implementations. The GPU power measurement tool
does not provide a breakdown hence the table lists only the total
power. The multi-threaded software implementation dissipates 3×
the power compared to the baseline CPU as it uses all the 16 cores.
The GPUwith full utilization consumes 144W. IDEALB is the lowest
power-consuming solution at 1.68W on-chip and 5.5W total while
IDEALMR is more power efficient as it consumes 12.05W on-chip
and 18.2W in total while being 31× faster than IDEALB.

ML1 consumes 41W on-chip power while being considerably
slower than IDEALMR and thus we did not measure its off-chip
memory power consumption. ML2 consumes 13W on-chip, almost
1W more than the on-chip power of IDEALMR, but performs fewer
off-chip accesses since it uses a 4MB on-chip activation memory.

Table 8: The effect of prefetching and on-chip buffering on
IDEALMR speedup over CPU.

Configuration Pref+Buff No Pref None
IDEAL 0.25 9, 445× 7, 144× 278×
IDEAL 0.5 11, 352× 8, 176× 286×
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Figure 16: Performance sensitivity to the number of lanes of
IDEALMR.

While its total power is lower than IDEALMR, so is its performance.
Thus, IDEALMR is 3.95× more energy efficient than ML2.

Given the speed of IDEALMR, a direct comparison shows that it
is 35, 595× and 7, 064× more energy efficient than the CPU and the
GPU implementations respectively. However, the CPU and GPU
measurements are on actual systems and a direct comparison may
not be appropriate. Nevertheless, given the three to four orders of
magnitude, there should be no doubt that IDEALMR is more energy
efficient as well.

6.4 Area
IDEALB with 16 BM engines, 1 DE engine, 1 DCT engine and a
common 126.75KB PB occupies 5.5 mm2. IDEALMR, with 16 BM en-
gines, 16 DEs, 48 DCT engines and 16 per-BM 6.5KB SWBs requires
23.08mm2. The DEs are the most expensive components totaling
79% and 62% of the area and power consumption of IDEALMR. The
original DaDianNaowith 32MB eDRAM runningML1 has an area of
80.4mm2 while the customized version running ML2 needs 41mm2.

6.5 Optimization Effect Breakdown
Besides MR, IDEALMR incorporates prefetching and on-chip buffer-
ing. To quantify the effect of these optimizations, Table 8 reports
IDEALMR’s performance relative to the baseline CPU when these
optimizations are selectively disabled. Three configurations are
shown: 1) Prefetching + Buffering, 2) No prefetching, and 3) No
prefetching and buffering. Disabling the prefetcher reduces speedups
to 7, 144× and 8, 176× respectively for IDEAL 0.25 and IDEAL 0.5.
Eliminating the on-chip buffers further degrades speedups down
to 278× and 286× respectively.

6.6 Sensitivity Study: Scalability
For IDEALB, the EDE can ideally serve up to 31 EBM s. However,
we found that the utilization of each EBM degrades below 90% for
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Table 9: Area and power consumption vs. precision.

Precision 12-bit 11-bit 10-bit 9-bit 8-bit
Area (mm2) 23.08 21.45 19.97 17.54 15.4
Power (W) 12.05 11.65 11.41 10.21 9.07

configurations with more than 16 EBM s. This is due to the single-
ported PB that reads and broadcasts one patch at a time to all the
EBM s. As the number of EBM s increases, the non-overlapping area
of the corresponding search windows increases causing more stalls.
Thus, we do not show this study in the interest of space.

Given that most of the time in BM3D is taken by BM1 and BM2,
the number of lanes IDEALMR uses is the key design parameter
that directly affects performance. Accordingly, Fig. 16 reports how
performance varies relative to the baseline CPU while scaling the
number of lanes in IDEALMR from 16 up to 128. While performance
scales linearly going from 16 to 32 lanes, going to 64 lanes or higher
the performance improvements become increasingly sublinear and
more so for K = 0.25. These diminishing performance returns are
due to the limited off-chip bandwidth. The evaluated design uses a
dual-channel DDR3-1333 memory controller that can deliver up to
21 GB/s. IDEAL 0.25 hits this bandwidth ceiling earlier at 64 lanes
while IDEAL 0.5 hits it at the 128-lanes configuration. A higher K
value results in higher and more regular reuse across lanes, which
as a result tend to advance more synchronously. When the lanes
stay close to one another, their memory requests often coalesce.

6.7 Sensitivity Study: Technology Node
On a newer STM 28nm cell library IDEALB scales well requiring
1.44mm2 and consuming 0.65W on-chip power. Similarly, IDEALMR
needs an area of 7.9 mm2 and consumes 5.1W on-chip.

6.8 Sensitivity Study: Precision Tuning
A design parameter that greatly affects area and power is precision,
accordingly Table 9 shows how area and power vary for precisions
in the range of 12 down to 8 bits. Section 4.2 reported no visual
artifacts even with 9 bits of precision. The results show to what
extent designers can use precision as a design knob to meet the
constraints of different applications.

7 AUGMENTING FUNCTIONALITY
This section presents an example where IDEALMR was extended
to support an additional CI application, sharpening. As expected,
extending IDEALMR to support sharpening required surgical addi-
tions only to the DE. By changing the DE, it should be possible to
implement other BM3D variants that have demonstrated superior
quality such as for example deblurring [20] and upsampling [22].

The modified IDEALMR implements the technique of Dabov et
al. [19] to jointly denoise and sharpen images. It uses the same
BM3D pipeline with a single minor modification: After denoising
the 3D transform-domain coefficients, sharpening is achieved by
taking the α-root of their magnitude for some α > 1. The modified
accelerator incorporates α-rooting components in the DE pipeline
after the inverse Haar engine (see Fig. 7). For the 65nm technology

these modifications require extra 0.09 mm2 of area and 0.12W of
power. Processing throughput remains unaffected.

8 RELATEDWORK
Previous work on accelerating BM3D includes algorithmic approxi-
mations as well as implementations targeting different computing
platforms such as GPUs, FPGAs and custom hardware. Sarjanoja
et al. presented a heterogeneous implementation of BM3D using
OpenCL and CUDA [47]. On an NVIDIA GeForce GTX 650, their
implementation was shown to be 7.5× faster than a CPU implemen-
tation. Honzátko’s CUDA implementation running on an NVIDIA
GeForce GTX 980 was 10× faster than on an Intel Core i7 pro-
cessor [23]. Both aforementioned implementations restrict BM3D
configuration parameters such as the search window size N s and
reference patch stride Ps . Tsai et al. accelerated block-matching
using an approximated-nearest-neighbor (ANN) search in order to
process a 512 × 512 image in 0.7 seconds on a high-end GPU [48].
Our exact CUDA implementation with the same algorithmic pa-
rameters results in a 19× speedup over our CPU implementation
which would still be unsatisfactory if incorporated ANN.

Zhang et al. proposed a custom hardware accelerator for BM3D
which can process 25 ’720 × 576’ frames per second of a BT656
PAL 0.4MP video [1, 54]. They restrict the BM3D parameters with
N s = 15 and Ps = 4 to reduce computations by two orders of
magnitude. In our experiments, IDEALMR achieves 52 FPS for 0.4MP
frames even with the unmodified BM3D parameters.

Cardoso proposed an FPGA implementation of BM3D [6] whose
pipeline is similar to IDEALB having 16 BM modules followed by
one DE but that makes several approximations: 1) using l1-Norm
instead of l2-Norm for the block-matching distance, 2) not imple-
menting Haar transform but just a single-level Haar decomposition
and, 3) restricting the search parameters to N s = 39 and Ps = 4. On
the Xilinx 28nm ZYNQ-7000 ZC706 SoC, the design operates at 125
MHz, consumes 2.9W and processes an 8MP image in 1.5 seconds.
Our IDEALB would be 21× faster under the same parameters.

Clemons et al. proposed a patch memory system tailored to appli-
cations that process 2D and 3D data structures such as images [15].
The system exploits multi-dimensional locality and provides effi-
cient caching, prefetching, and address calculation. Leveraging this
memory system for IDEALMR is left for future work.

9 CONCLUSIONS
We developed highly optimized implementations of BM3D for im-
age frame denoising in both software and hardware and analyzed
their performance, power, and area. We proposed IDEALMR, a
BM3D accelerator that outperforms CPU and GPU implementations
by 4 and 3 orders of magnitude while being faster than an acceler-
ated ML alternative by 5.4×. Future work may focus on modifying
our accelerators to provide support for additional filters and thus
more CI applications or on improving performance and energy effi-
ciency of ML accelerators to enable ML approximations of BM3D
to be used for UI applications.
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